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Abstract: A sensitive, simple, and fast liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–
MS/MS) bioanalytical method was developed to determine remifentanil in human plasma and
prevent its instability by esterases during quantification. A 20 µL sample of human plasma, acidified
with formic acid, was precipitated using 100 µL of acetonitrile. Chromatography was carried out
on an Agilent Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column (4.6 × 50 mm, 2.7 µm) with an isocratic elution by
acetonitrile and distilled water containing 0.1% formic acid (65:35, v/v) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min.
Transition ions were detected as m/z 377.10→113.20 and m/z 277.00→111.00 for remifentanil and
chlorpropamide (internal standard), respectively, with positive electrospray ionization in mass
spectrometry. The run time was only 3 min per sample. We evaluated the selectivity, linearity,
carry-over, accuracy, precision, extraction recovery, absolute matrix effect, stability, and incurred
sample reanalysis and found that all these parameters were within acceptable limits. The calibration
curve range for remifentanil was 0.05–50 ng/mL with regression coefficient (r) values higher than
0.9939. Given the simple and fast sample preparation and the lower LLOQ concentration compared to
those in other methods, this method was successfully used to quantify plasma levels after intravenous
infusion of remifentanil to intensive-care-unit patients during extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.

Keywords: remifentanil; human plasma; LC–MS/MS; validation

1. Introduction

Remifentanil, which belongs to the fentanyl family comprising fentanyl, sufentanil,
and alfentanil, is a highly potent agonist that acts on the µ–opioid receptors. Remifentanil
as a general anesthesia drug has been employed alone or in combination with a hypnotic
agent for sedation, analgesia, and anesthesia [1]. While remifentanil shares similar phar-
macodynamic properties with other members of the fentanyl family, its pharmacokinetic
properties are unique [2]. Remifentanil has a lower pKa (pKa 7.26) value than the phys-
iological pH value, which causes it to exist in a non-ionized circulation. Consequently,
it rapidly penetrates the blood–brain barrier, leading to a rapid equilibrium between the
plasma and the effect site and achieving a rapid onset time (1–1.5 min) [1,2]. Along with
the rapid onset time, remifentanil is also characterized by rapid elimination, indicated by
a short context-sensitive half-time. Context-sensitive half-time refers to the time needed
for the drug’s plasma concentration to decrease by 50% after stopping an intravenous
infusion. Unlike other fentanyl family members such as alfentanil (47.3 min) and fentanyl
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(180 min), remifentanil has been observed to have a very short (3.2 min) context-sensitive
half-time, even with a prolonged infusion duration [2–4]. The ester structure of remifentanil
is responsible for its distinctive properties, allowing for rapid hydrolysis into remifentanil
acid, which is significantly less potent than the parent compound (approximately 1/800
to 1/2000 times less) [5]. The hydrolysis process of remifentanil is mediated via nonspe-
cific blood, plasma, and tissue esterases [1–5]. Consequently, pharmacokinetic properties
of remifentanil have been observed to be independent of hepatic [6,7] or renal impair-
ment [7–9]. This organ-independent metabolism of remifentanil allows it to be used in
intensive-care-unit (ICU) patients with varying degrees of organ dysfunction, such as renal
or hepatic impairment [6,10].

Opioid analgesics commonly cause respiratory depression, and the onset of opioid-
induced respiratory depression occurs at plasma concentration levels required to detect
changes in an electroencephalogram [2]. Furthermore, the therapeutic window for anal-
gesic effects is 1–40 ng/mL following an infusion rate of 0.04–2 µg/kg body weight per
minute [10]. Therefore, the development of a robust and sensitive bioanalytical assay is
crucial for clinical effective usage of remifentanil. Additionally, a rapid-throughput analyti-
cal method is necessary to minimize hydrolysis by esterases during sample collection [11].
Various methods have been published for remifentanil quantification; the instrument and
sample information are briefly compared in Table 1 [12–24]. In sample preparation, most
previous methods required a large volume of plasma, long run time, and complex methods
for remifentanil extraction from plasma, such as liquid–liquid extraction (LLE), solid-phase
extraction (SPE), or microextraction by packed sorbent (MEPS).

This study aimed to develop a sensitive and robust LC–MS/MS bioanalytical method
with a simple sample preparation for remifentanil quantification. Compared with previ-
ously published methods, this present assay demonstrates exceptional performance with
the following advantages: minimal sample volume requirement (20 µL of plasma), sim-
ple sample preparation, high sensitivity with a low lower limit of quantification (LLOQ;
0.05 ng/mL), and a wide calibration range (0.05–50 ng/mL), which enables comprehensive
analysis across different time–concentration profiles. Furthermore, we employed a straight-
forward method to stabilize remifentanil in plasma. We effectively utilized this assay
to quantify plasma levels of remifentanil in ICU patients who underwent extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation (ECMO).
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Table 1. Comparison of bioanalytical methods for remifentanil quantification.

Instrument Sample
Preparation Matrices Stabilizing Agent Internal

Standard
Volume

(µL)
Calibration Range

(ng/mL)
Run Time

(min)
Retention Time

(min) Ref.

LC–MS/MS

Protein
precipitation Human plasma

Formic acid
(1.5 µL/1 mL plasma)

Chlorpropamide 20 0.05–50 3 0.93 PM
13C6-remifentanil 100 0.2–250 2.6 1.2 [12]

50% citric acid
(10 µL/1 mL plasma) Sufentanil 100 0.25–50 3 1.93 [13]

LLE

Human blood 50% citric acid
(20 µL/1 mL blood) D4-remifentanil 500 0.1–50 3 1.27 [14]

Bovine whole
blood/

Human urine N/A
Fentanyl-d5 1000 0.2–30 33 8.5 [15]

Human
plasma/urine Fentanyl-d5 500 0.1–50 13.5 4.05 [16]

Rat plasma Carbamazepine 200 0.17–50 N/A N/A [17]

Human plasma 50% citric acid
(25 µL/1 mL plasma)

13C6-remifentanil 500 0.1–20 10 2 [18]

MEPS Human plasma 0.1% formic acid
160 µL/20 µL of plasma

13C6-remifentanil 20 0.05–50 5 2.2 [19]

SPE Human
plasma/serum

pH 6.0 phosphate
buffer Fentanyl-d5 200 1–100 30 15.6 [20]

HPLC LLE
Human blood/

Dog blood
50% citric acid

(20 µL/1 mL blood) GI97559 1000/
200 1–200 15 8.5 [21]

Rat blood N/A GI97559 400 2.5–50 N/A 6 [22]

GC LLE Human blood 10 mg/mL citric acid
(20 µL/1 mL blood) Fentanyl 1000 0.2–100 15 9.1 [23]

GC–MS LLE Human blood Acetonitrile-methylene 2H4-remifentanil 1000 0.1–25 N/A N/A [24]

HPLC, High-performance liquid chromatography; GC, Gas chromatography; GC-MS, Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry; LLE, Liquid–Liquid extraction; MEPS, Microextraction
by packed sorbent; SPE, Solid-phase extraction; PM, Present method; N/A, Not applicable.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

Remifentanil was supplied by Toronto Research Chemicals (North York, ON, Canada).
Chlorpropamide for the internal standard (IS) and formic acid were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). HPLC-grade methanol and acetonitrile were products of
Burdick & Jackson (Morristown, NJ, USA). The other reagents employed in this study were
of the highest purity. Ultrapure water was produced from distilled water using the Milli-Q
Plus System (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). K2-EDTA human plasma including hemolytic
and lipemic human plasma were obtained from individual donors at Yonsei Severance
Hospital (Seoul, Republic of Korea).

2.2. LC–MS/MS System

Plasma samples were quantified using an LCMS–8050 triple-quadrupole mass spec-
trometer coupled with a Nexera X2 UHPLC system; a system controller, CBM–20A; a
degasser, DGU–20A5R; an autosampler, SIL–30AC; and an oven, CTO–20A (Shimadzu
Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). An electrospray ionization source was equipped in the positive
mode [M + H]+. For chromatographic separation, an Agilent Poroshell 120 EC-C18 column
(4.6 × 50 mm, 2.7 µm) with an isocratic elution composed of acetonitrile and 0.1% formic
acid in distilled water (65:35, v/v) was used at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min.

The autosampler tray and column oven temperatures were set at 4 ◦C and 40 ◦C
during the LC–MS/MS analysis. The injection volume was 5 µL and the analysis time was
3 min per sample.

The selected reaction monitoring (SRM) conditions were set as follows: drying and
nebulizing gas flow rates, 10.0 and 3.0 L/min, respectively; interface voltage, 4.0 kV;
heat block temperature, 400 ◦C; desolvation line temperature, 200 ◦C; collision-induced
dissociation argon gas pressure, 270 kPa; and detector voltage, 1.8 kV. The collision energies
and dwell times were set at –29 V and 100 ms for remifentanil and –20 V and 150 ms for IS,
respectively. The SRM transitions of m/z 377.10 > 113.20 for remifentanil and m/z 277.00
> 111.00 for IS were used as quantitative analysis. Data acquisition and processing were
carried out using LabSolutions software (version 5.6, Shimadzu, Japan).

2.3. Calibration Standard and Quality Control (QC) Samples

Remifentanil and chlorpropamide (IS) stock solutions were dissolved in methanol to
concentrations of 1 mg/mL each. Then, IS stock solution for routine use was diluted in
acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid at 1 µg/mL. The working solutions of remifentanil
to make calibration standards and QC samples were diluted in methanol serially from
the stock solution. Calibration curves and QC samples were prepared by spiking 1 µL
of appropriate working solutions into 19 µL blank human plasma. The ranges of seven
calibration curves were 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 1, 5, 10, and 50 ng/mL for remifentanil. The QC sam-
ples of remifentanil were separately made at four levels: 0.05 (lower limit of quantification;
LLOQ), 0.15 (low QC), 3 (medium QC), and 40 ng/mL (high QC). For each analysis batch,
we utilized freshly made calibration standards and QCs. All stock and working solutions
were kept in the freezer for storage (at –80 ◦C).

2.4. Sample Preparation

To prevent the hydrolysis of remifentanil, EDTA plasma was pre-treated with the addi-
tion of formic acid (1.5 µL of formic acid/1 mL of plasma), as described previously [12,25].
A 20 µL aliquot of human plasma acidified with formic acid and a 100 µL IS solution
(0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile containing 1 µg/mL of chlorpropamide) were added into a
1.5 mL Eppendorf tube, vortexed for 10 min, and then centrifuged at 13,000× g for 10 min
at 4 ◦C. The clean supernatant was put into an LC–MS/MS vial, and 5 µL was injected into
the apparatus for analysis.
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2.5. Validation of the Method

Validation of the current method was conducted, ensuring compliance with the ac-
ceptance criteria outlined in the US FDA industrial guidance for the bioanalytical method
validation [26].

2.5.1. Selectivity

The selectivity was evaluated by analyzing eight different batches of blank (remifentanil-
free) human plasma samples including one each of lipemic and hemolytic plasma. There
were no interfering peaks in retention times of remifentanil (0.93 min) and IS (1.4 min) at
the LLOQ level.

2.5.2. Linearity and Sensitivity

Calibration curves were established with the range of 0.05–50 ng/mL encompassing
double-blank samples (without remifentanil and IS) and zero-blank (without remifentanil).
The linearity of the calibration curve was determined using linear regression analysis,
employing various weighting factors (1/x, 1/x2, and none). This analysis was performed
by plotting the peak area ratio (y) of remifentanil to that of the IS versus the nominal
concentration (x). The established calibration curve exhibited a high regression coefficient
(r) of 0.99 or higher. The back-calculated concentrations of the calibration curves and QC
samples should meet the accuracy acceptance criteria (85–115%). The LLOQ of remifentanil
was determined as the lowest concentration on the calibration curve, giving a signal-to-
noise ratio above 10, with acceptable accuracy (80–120%) and precision (≤20%), which
were proved by analyzing ten replicates.

2.5.3. Carry-Over

Carry-over was assessed by injecting two double-blank plasma samples directly after
injection of the upper-limit-of-quantitation (ULOQ) sample. The acceptable carry-over in
the blank sample was no interfering peaks appearing with areas <20% of the LLOQ and
<5% for the IS peak area at respective retention times.

2.5.4. Accuracy and Precision

The inter-day accuracy and precision were investigated by measuring ten replicates
of four different QCs (0.05, 0.15, 3, and 40 ng/mL) during five different days (two repli-
cates per day), while intra-day accuracy and precision were analyzed by six replicates
of four different QCs on the same day. The precision was determined by the relative
standard deviation (RSD, %), and the accuracy was calculated as the relative error (RE, %)
= [(calculated concentration − spiked concentration)/spiked concentration] × 100. The
concentrations of QC samples with LLOQ samples were determined from the standard
calibration curve and analyzed on the same day. The acceptance criterion was a ±15%
deviation from the normal value except at the LLOQ, which should not be less than ±20%.

2.5.5. Extraction Recovery and Absolute Matrix Effects

Extraction recoveries of remifentanil were evaluated by the percentage ratio of the
peak areas of extracted QC samples (A) and post-extraction plasma blanks spiked (B) at the
mentioned concentrations at three QC levels. The extraction recovery (%) was defined as
B/A × 100% [27].

The absolute matrix effect was tested by measuring eight batches of human plasma,
including lipemic and hemolytic plasma, at three QC levels. To determine absolute matrix
effects on the ionization, the peak areas of post-extraction-spiked plasma (B) at a concentra-
tion of three QCs were compared with the standard solution (C) by direct injection. The
extraction recovery and matrix effect of IS at 1 µg/mL were tested in a similar way. The
absolute matrix effect was defined as B/C × 100% [27].
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2.5.6. Stability

The stock solution of remifentanil was stored at –80 ◦C and was also assessed after
one month. It was considered stable if the RSD and RE values of the peak response were
≤10% compared with those of the freshly prepared stock solution.

In human plasma, the stabilities of remifentanil were assessed at three QCs (n = 6,
at each level) under the four following conditions: (1) bench-top stability (3 h at room
temperature), (2) long-term storage (4 months at −80 ◦C), (3) three freeze–thaw cycles,
and (4) processed sample stability (autosampler stability; 24 h at 4 ◦C). The stability was
assessed by comparing the QC samples with freshly prepared calibration standards and
QC samples. If the deviation fell within ±15.0%, it was considered stable.

2.5.7. Incurred Sample Analysis (ISR)

Incurred samples were reanalyzed to demonstrate the reliability of the present assay
and support the accuracy and precision. The initial and repeat analyses were processed
separately using the validated bioanalytical method. The re-measured concentration of
incurred plasma samples should be within 20% of their original concentration to verify the
method’s reliability and the absence of back-conversion of metabolites or variability in the
plasma samples during processing and storage.

2.6. Clinical Samples

Plasma was obtained from patients who consented to participate in this clinical study.
The study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the
Severance Hospital Institutional Review Board (IRB no. 4-2014-0919), registered as a clinical
trial registration number (NCT02581280).

Adult ICU patients were administered remifentanil (Ultiva®, GlaxoSmithKline, Brent-
ford, UK) by intravenous infusion, and the infusion rate was maintained at 0.35 mg/h.
Blood samples were collected 8, 24, and 48 h after the onset of intravenous infusion, while
the patient was on ECMO. Blood samples, immediately put on an ice bath after collec-
tion, were obtained using an EDTA-coated vacutainer. Subsequently, blood samples were
centrifuged at 4 ◦C as previously mentioned in Section 2.4 [12,25]. The obtained plasma
samples were kept at –80 ◦C before further use.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. LC–MS/MS Condition

To optimize mass conditions, 50 ng/mL of remifentanil in methanol was directly
infused into the mass spectrometer’s ESI conditions. Remifentanil and the IS yielded a
better spectrometric response in positive-ionization electrospray ionization. Figure 1 shows
MS/MS spectra of remifentanil and the IS. Final mass parameters were optimized for high
sensitivity of SRM quantification using the automatic tuning tool.

To achieve better optimization of the symmetric peak shapes and appropriate reten-
tions, several columns, including C18 and C8, and various mobile phase compositions
were tested. The use of an Agilent Poroshell 120 C18 column (4.6 × 50 mm; 2.7 µm) with
an isocratic elution composed of acetonitrile and distilled water including 0.1% formic
acid (65:35, v/v) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min resulted in a short run time (3 min) and
a good peak shape. At the end of each analytical batch, to remove contaminants from a
column, the column was flushed with acetonitrile at 1.0 mL/min for at least 30 min, and
then re-equilibrated with the current mobile phase for 30 min.

In the early stage, protein precipitation was attempted using methanol and acetonitrile
for sample preparation and selected using acetonitrile because of its higher sensitivity and
time-saving advantage without evaporation and reconstitution.

The Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization (APCI) condition was attempted to
analyze remifentanil because of the possibility of ion suppression in the ESI condition.
However, the sensitivity in the APCI condition was too low to analyze remifentanil in
human plasma samples. Thus, instead of selecting the APCI condition, chromatographic
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conditions and sample preparation procedures, such as a decreased plasma volume and
modified mobile phase ratio or flow rate, were adjusted to reduce ion suppression.
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Figure 1. Precursor ion scans of 377.10 m/z for remifentanil (A) and 277.00 m/z for chlorpropamide (B).

For bioanalysis with LC–MS/MS, the selection of an ideal IS possessing a suitable
retention time, extraction recovery, and minimal matrix effect is crucial for reproducible
results. Following these criteria, a stable isotope or a chemical analog of the analyte would
be considered the best IS. However, due to instability of remifentanil via endogenous
esterases and chemical hydrolysis, many research papers have used stabilizing agents
during bioanalysis (Table 1). Therefore, considering the high cost and a long storage
period of internal standard stock/or working solution, we did not utilize isotope-labeled
remifentanil in this study. In addition, the chemically analog opioid analgesics such as
alfentanil or sufentanil, members of the fentanyl family, can be used in combination with
remifentanil among critically ill patients in clinics [28–30]. In our clinical study, we also have
plasma samples from ECMO patients receiving intravenous infusion of remifentanil co-
administered with a low dose of sufentanil (patient B). For this reason, several compounds
of an optimal IS were investigated with a proper retention time and a similar extent of
recovery and matrix effect as remifentanil, and finally chlorpropamide was found to be
appropriate in this assay.
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3.2. Validation of the Method
3.2.1. Selectivity

Retention times of remifentanil and the IS eluted were 0.93 and 1.38 min, respectively.
There were no interfering peaks at elution times of remifentanil and the IS as depicted in
Figure 2B. Figure 2 shows typical chromatograms for drug-free human plasma, a plasma
sample at LLOQ (0.05 ng/mL), and IS (1 µg/mL).
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Figure 2. Typical chromatograms of remifentanil (left) and chlorpropamide (IS, right): (A) blank
human plasma; (B) spiked plasma sample at LLOQ (0.05 ng/mL) and the IS (1 µg/mL); and (C) a
patient’s plasma at 24 h following intravenous infusion of remifentanil and IS (1 µg/mL).
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3.2.2. Linearity and Sensitivity

The calibration curve of remifentanil in human plasma was determined as described
in Section 2.5.2. After evaluating the weighting factors (none, 1/x, and 1/x2), it was
determined that the regression equation using a weighting factor of 1/x2 provided the
best fit with correlation coefficients (r) in the range of 0.9939–0.9981. The representa-
tive regression equations for remifentanil calibration curves during the validation were
y = 0.022x − 0.000131. The back-calculated results for all calibration standards in human
plasma were <5.2% RSD and –2.91 to 7.30% RE. The plasma LLOQ (0.05 ng/mL) was suffi-
cient to measure the plasma concentration of remifentanil in patients with a signal-to-noise
ratio above 10.

3.2.3. Carry-Over

No significant peaks (≥20% of the LLOQ and 5% of the IS) related to remifentanil
and IS were observed in the chromatogram of double-blank plasma injected after the
ULOQ samples.

3.2.4. Precision and Accuracy

The intra- and inter-day precision and accuracy of remifentanil are summarized in
Table 2. Seven standard samples of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 1, 5, 10, and 50 ng/mL, including four
different QC samples (0.05, 0.15, 3, and 40 ng/mL), were evaluated for intra-day and inter-
day accuracy and precision. During five different days, the intra-day accuracy (RE, %) and
precision (RSD, %) were−1.33 to 4.89% and≤8.66% for remifentanil, respectively. The inter-
day accuracy and precisions were 0.333 to 6.89% and ≤8.47% for remifentanil, respectively.
All precision and accuracy results were within the adequate range of 15% without LLOQ
(the acceptable range of 20%), indicating that the present method was accurate and precise
and met the standard outlined in the U.S. FDA guidance for bioanalytical methods [26].

Table 2. Intra- and inter-day precision and accuracy for remifentanil.

Spiked (ng/mL)

Intra-Day (n = 6) Inter-Day (n = 5)

Calculated ± SD
(ng/mL)

Precision
(RSD, %)

Accuracy
(RE, %)

Calculated ± SD
(ng/mL)

Precision
(RSD, %)

Accuracy
(RE, %)

0.05 0.0493 ± 0.00427 8.66 −1.33 0.0530 ± 0.00278 5.27 5.60
0.15 0.145 ± 0.00725 5.01 −3.44 0.151 ± 0.0127 8.47 0.333

3 2.93 ± 0.0917 3.13 −2.46 3.06 ± 0.200 6.53 2.16
40 42.0 ± 1.98 4.72 4.89 42.8 ± 2.19 5.11 6.89

3.2.5. Extraction Recovery and Absolute Matrix Effects

Table 3 describes the results of extraction recoveries and absolute matrix effects. The
extraction recoveries were 101–103% (RSD ≤4.91%) for plasma at three QC levels. The
mean extraction recoveries of the IS were 104 ± 4.13%, with an RSD value of 4.13% for
plasma. The extraction recoveries of remifentanil and the IS in plasma were consistent
and reproducible.

Table 3. Extraction recoveries and absolute matrix effects for remifentanil (n = 6).

Analytes
Spiked
(ng/mL)

Extraction Recoveries Matrix Effects

Calculated ± SD (%) RSD (%) Mean (%) RSD (%)

Remifentanil 0.15 101 ± 3.99 3.95 103 ± 7.95 7.72
3 103 ± 3.59 3.49 101 ± 5.99 5.53
40 102 ± 5.01 4.91 107 ± 4.01 3.75

Chlorpropamide 1000 104 ± 4.29 4.13 100 ± 2.47 2.47
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There were no significant matrix effects in all types of matrices including lipemic and
hemolyzed plasma (Table 3). The results of absolute matrix effects of remifentanil were 103,
101, and 107% for the three QC levels, and the matrix effect for IS was 100%. This assay
did not show the matrix effect and ion suppression or enhancement. Therefore, we safely
applied this analysis with consistent, routine recovery and little matrix effect.

3.2.6. Stability

A stock solution of remifentanil was found to be stable after 1 month of storage at
−80 ◦C, exhibiting RSD and RE ≤10% compared with a freshly prepared stock solution;
more than 96.1 ± 3.10% of remifentanil was recovered.

The stability tests in human plasma were performed under the four following condi-
tions: bench-top for 3 h, long-term storage for 4 months at –80 ◦C, three freeze–thaw cycles,
and processed sample stability (autosampler stability) for 24 h at 4 ◦C. Table 4 summarizes
the detailed stability results from human plasma. All results were within ±15% compared
with freshly prepared plasma samples. As a result, all QC samples for the stability tests
met the acceptance criteria (≤15%), indicating adequate stability for storage and analysis.

Table 4. Stability of remifentanil (n = 6).

Spiked
(ng/mL)

Bench-Top
(3 h, RT)

Long-Term
(4 Months, –80 ◦C)

Freeze–Thaw
(Three Cycles)

Processed Sample
(24 h, 4 ◦C)

RSD (%) RE (%) RSD (%) RE (%) RSD (%) RE (%) RSD (%) RE (%)

0.15 10.5 8.07 3.70 −6.53 3.79 −4.13 11.1 13.9
3 2.21 −12.0 5.03 2.69 1.96 −7.23 2.85 −12.6

40 5.92 −10.6 8.43 −7.18 2.11 0.169 3.89 −9.39

3.3. Application to Clinical Samples

The LC–MS/MS method that was developed and validated in this study proved to
be effective to measure remifentanil concentration in the plasma of two patients receiv-
ing ECMO during intravenous infusion. This analysis was performed from six different
samples collected at three time points for each of the two patients. All the concentrations
obtained from the patient sample analysis were above the LLOQ and within the calibration
range. As shown in Table 5, the plasma concentrations at each time point were 1.39 and
1.16 ng/mL at 8 h, 0.772 and 1.98 ng/mL at 24 h, and 0.0920 and 1.61 ng/mL at 48 h.
Although the infusion rate of the two patients was the same, the plasma concentrations
were variable because they depended on the patient’s weight, condition, or co-administered
drugs. When comparing the difference in the concentration between the initial concentra-
tion and the ISR for all tested samples, it was observed that they fell within the acceptance
criteria, with a difference of less than 20%. This indicated that the method developed in
this study demonstrated good reproducibility.

Table 5. Remifentanil concentration after intravenous infusion to ECMO patients with re-analysis
results.

Infusion Rate
(mg/h)

Time Points
(h)

Original Conc.
(ng/mL)

Incurred Sample
Conc. (ng/mL)

Difference
(%)

Patient A 0.35
8 1.39 1.26 9.35
24 0.772 0.770 0.259
48 0.0920 0.100 8.70

Patient B 0.35
8 1.16 0.979 15.6
24 1.98 1.75 11.6
48 1.61 1.50 6.83
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4. Conclusions

This study aimed to develop a sensitive and robust LC–MS/MS method with a simple
sample preparation for remifentanil quantification. Our present method demonstrated
exceptional performance, such as using a required small volume of plasma (20 µL), the
short run time of each sample (3 min), the highly sensitive LLOQ (0.05 ng/mL), and the
simple protein precipitation protocol with protection against hydrolysis. Consequently,
this assay was effectively utilized to measure the plasma concentration of remifentanil in
ICU patients. This assay is expected to be useful for deciding a suitable dose according to
the patient’s condition by adapting this method for routine patient sample analysis.
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